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Introduction
Influencing, engaging, and lobbying is about 
communicating with decision-makers to change their 
minds on an issue or to request their assistance to 
help achieve a particular demand. The aftermath of the 
pandemic has brought to the forefront how important 
physiotherapy services are and we need this momentum to 
continue as the pressures on the NHS, such as waiting times 
and funding cuts, continue. It is critical that we maintain 
pressure to remind ministers, politicians, opinion-formers and 
stakeholders of the importance of physiotherapy services. 

We understand that influencing can seem daunting and perhaps 
out of your comfort zone. However, the chances are, you are 
already engaged in influencing activity through your networks, 
social media activity and through conversations with colleagues. 
No matter whether you have been a physiotherapist for one year 
or thirty, you are in a strong position to influence key decision 
makers through your local and professional expertise. Utilising 
local politicians, key stakeholders, and partner organisations to 
affect change can have powerful results. As the expert, you are 
best placed to advocate on behalf of your patients and fellow 
practitioners. 

This toolkit is designed to help you as members lead the way 
and to influence locally within and through your local health 
system such as the Integrated Care System or Health Board. 
These resources can be used in a number of different ways, from 
copying and pasting them directly, picking and choosing which 
parts you use, or creating your own material. It will help you to 
create opportunities for yourself to maximise in the future, beyond 
this current specific set of challenges and circumstances, as well as 
opening doors to build new partnerships and networks.

There are many voices competing for the attention of decision-makers. Now 
more than ever, physiotherapy staff need to make the case for their profession 
and their patients’ right to rehabilitation services. Every day, decision-makers 
are faced with hundreds of letters, emails, and phone calls about all sorts of 
issues. To be an effective campaigner, your approach needs be organised and 
thought through, aiming to have the right conversations with the right people. 

Our members are our most effective advocates in communicating to decision 
makers the key issues affecting the profession and the patients you see. 
Writing to, meeting with, or lobbying your local decision makers will help raise 
the profile of physiotherapy as a profession and improve outcomes for your 
patients. The engagement that you undertake will help build relationships, 
influence and momentum. Do not doubt that this can lead to positive change.

This ‘influencing toolkit’ has been designed to help you make the most of 
opportunities to influence your local health system and the people who work 
in the organisations around them, raise the profile of the physiotherapy 
profession and the importance of your work, providing you with the tools 
and ideas to influence a range of stakeholders. It will help you to build and 
manage relationships with the audiences who matter to you, and ultimately 
your patients. 

No special training is required and many of the suggestions included in this 
toolkit take minutes to achieve. With your help, more decision makers, patients 
and members of the public will better understand the value of physiotherapy.

This toolkit includes information on who to influence as well as helpful hints, 
tips and ideas on messaging and how to influence. 

You can find two case studies from fellow CSP members sharing their 
experience. There is also a section on social media, signposting to CSP social 
media guidance and providing you with the first steps on how to build your 

virtual network and start influencing online. Finally, you can find a list of 
useful resources at the end of this booklet - including some video content 

which is well worth checking out. You’ll find two CEOs talking about the 
value of influencing and two case study videos featuring exemplar 

services, which might inspire you to promote your service in a similar 
way.  

We hope that this toolkit helps to inspire and motivate you 
to promote the profession you love.  

Policy Context
There are currently a variety of health structures across the UK, where 
each country has its own specific system for funding, commissioning and 
resourcing NHS services. 

In England, integrated care systems (ICSs) are partnerships which bring 
together providers and commissioners of NHS services across a specific 
geographical area with Local Authorities and other local partners to 
collectively plan health and care services to meet the needs of people who live 
and work in their area and reduce health inequalities.

There are 42 ICSs across England. Each ICS includes an integrated care 
partnership (ICP) and an integrated care board (ICB). ICSs currently play a 
role in commissioning and, as such, getting involved with the decision-makers 
within them can help influence their direction and strategy, and ensure that 
the CSP’s priorities are reflected. 

ICSs aim to improve healthcare outcomes, tackle inequalities, enhance 
productivity and value for money, and help the NHS to support broader social 
and economic development. In England, the ICSs are made up of three levels.

As an example of one health system, the graphic below showcases the 
structure of the ICS system in England.

In Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland, there are no ICSs but each has 
a similar structure with a board/trust or system for a region and smaller 
partnership bodies that work at a community level. While local arrangements 
and the size of populations will vary, there will be layers to each ICS or Health 
Board/Trust that you can influence in different ways.

In Wales, there are seven boards organised regionally. These local health 
boards are responsible for planning and delivering NHS services in their 
areas. These health services include dental, optical, pharmacy, mental health. 
In addition, there are NHS trusts - looking after public health, ambulance 
services, cancer services and blood services – and two Special Health 
Authorities which operate at a national level providing services such as digital 
services or workforce resources on behalf of NHS Wales.

In Scotland, there are 14 regional NHS Boards who plan, commission and 
deliver NHS services and take overall responsibility for the health of their 
populations. They work with local community health partnerships which cover 
all areas of Scotland, and which involve local authorities, patients and the 
public, much like the ICS structure detailed below. There are also seven Special 
NHS Boards which provide national services, scrutiny and public assurance.

Northern Ireland has five integrated Health and Social Care Trusts 
responsible for commissioning services, managing resources and performance 
improvement. For each of the five Trusts there is a Local Commissioning Group 
which provides the services commissioned by the Trust. Plans are currently 
being developed for a new Integrated Care System for Northern Ireland.

This is an example of an ICS in England only. ‘System’ sits at the top and is 
where the strategic planning takes place for joining up health and care. It also 
manages system performance and has budgetary power. It covers a defined 
geography of around 1 to 2 million people. 

‘Place’ refers to places with populations between 250,000-500,000. This 
might be a town, city, or council where health and care providers and LAs 
serve the community. 

The lowest level is ‘Neighbourhoods’, serving populations of around 30,000 to 
50,000 people. Primary Care Networks (PCNs) bring together services at this 
level. 

When you are considering who to influence, you may come across many other 
bodies and organisations such as Provider Collaboratives and Place-Based 
Partnerships. It’s important to recognise that there will be local and regional 
dimensions to the organisational structure of the ICSs that you are trying to 
influence. Many organisations will work across more than one level, and there 
will be a variety of ways of working between ICSs given their different sizes 
and how they have developed.

Integrated Care Systems (ICSs) in England

Why Influence? 
Everyday across the UK, people are making decisions that affect your work 
and your patients. Influencing is the ability to engage to convince other 
people to adopt and implement your ideas. We aim to do this by providing 
decision-makers with relevant statistical and factual information, and by 
sharing our experience and expertise. Successful influencing is built on 
relationships and communication between people.

As part of the physiotherapy team, you know there is a strong and growing 
demand for quality rehabilitation, and that there is widespread unwarranted 
variation in the provision and quality of rehabilitation. This means that many 
patients have a lower quality of life, aren’t able to live their normal lives and 
bring greater costs to the NHS and social care services. By working with ICSs 
and Health Boards, you have the opportunity to influence the development 
and direction of new structures, plans and priorities, melding these with CSP 
priorities.

By making connections with the right leaders in your local system, sharing 
the evidence base and convincing them that adequately staffed, well-funded 
and clearly signposted physiotherapy and rehab services can help them to 
deliver on their priorities, you could make a real difference to the services that 
are available for the people in your local area, while also helping to deliver 
on  system priorities such as reducing waiting times and delivering quality 
patient care.

Who to Influence 
The healthcare decision-maker landscape is complex and involves a range 
of stakeholders  that will vary across localities, regions and countries. There 
are other good routes into influencing such as AHP Councils and Faculties 
in England. You can set up a call with your CRE adviser to find out about 
different types of decision-makers. Stakeholders will vary in significance 
depending on what your ask is and what you are trying to achieve. 
Despite the variation, even across the UK, there will be many cross-cutting 
priorities and shared objectives across the health systems and their 
partner organisations which you can tap into. 

Below is a map of potential ‘stakeholders’: people with a potential interest 
in your work who may be able to create positive change. Looking at these 
decision-makers, who are your top five? 

Depending on what you are trying to achieve, think about who is most likely 
to be able to make that change. These roles may have slightly different titles 
depending on where you are based.

If you already hold a relationship with someone who can push forward the 
case for community rehabilitation, then it is worth using that link. However, 
don’t worry if you haven’t yet built your network up. Do some research and 
find out who you think would be the most influential player in your local area 
– this may be a councillor who holds the health and social care portfolio, your 
local MP/MSP/MS/MLA or the head of your ICB or Health Trust/Board. 

There may be members already pushing for similar asks to you, so try to build 
the existing connection rather than go over the top or around. These members 
may sit on Health and Wellbeing Boards or Place Committees in other 
capacities, so talk to the people around you such as managers and colleagues, 
to understand who is already there. 

Board Chairs and 
Chief Executives 

Board members 
and Directors 

Committee 
representatives 

Clinicians in your NHS Trust 
or Local Commissioning 

Group such as the Medical 
Director or Chief Nurse

Community services such 
as pharmacies and GPs 

Patients

Local elected 
representative 

Local authority 
representatives 

Organisations 
such as 

Healthwatch 
and 

Voluntary, 
Community 
and Social 
Enterprise 

(VCSE) 
groups

Watch the video above for tips on influencing, where the power 
lies, and speaking to the right people in the right place, from 
Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin ICS CEO, Simon Whitehouse.

Statutory ICS

NHS England 

• Supports ICSs to deliver 
high quality patient care 

• Delivers the NHS Long 
Term Plan

Care Quality Commission 

• Carries out independent 
reviews of ICSs 

• Regulates all health and social 
care services in England

Integrated care 
partnership 

(ICP)

Integrated 
care board 

(ICB)

System
• Strategic planning 
• Managing 

performance 
• Budgetary power 
• Serve 1-2 million 

people

Place
• Secondary and 

community care
• Place-based 

Partnerships sit here 
• Serve 250,000-

500,000 people

Neighbourhood
• Where primary care 

networks sit 

• Multi-disciplinary 
teams 

• Serve 30,000-
50,000 people 

InfluenceWhile local arrangements 
and the size of populations 
will vary, the ICSs are 
made up of three levels :

Overarching authorities

WHAT CAN INFLUENCING ACHIEVE?
• Win ‘hearts and minds’
• Help others to recognise the difference physiotherapy can make
• Create opportunities, such as for funding or contracts
• Raise the profile of physiotherapy services
• Generate understanding of the benefits of physiotherapy 
• Extend and grow your network
• Build new partnerships

THE CSP’S PRIORITIES ARE:

With UK governments increasingly turning to community services 
to address the challenges facing the NHS, we are keen to work with 
healthcare decision makers across all four countries to help ensure 
patients receive timely, high quality rehabilitation closer to home. 

Specifically, we are appealing to members to refer to and utilise the Best 
Practice Standards for their respective countries, published by the Community 
Rehabilitation Alliance. The Standards can be highlighted to those in positions 
of influence to demonstrate what’s needed to support the development of 
future rehab services, to audit existing rehab systems, and to reduce pressures 
at the front end of the NHS. 

We hope you will help to push the shared priorities of the four alliances so 
that we can influence transformation at a local level. The shared priorities of 
the four alliances are:

1. to gain political commitment to delivering universal access to 
rehabilitation to meet needs

2. to improve the quality of rehabilitation through new models, 
better data collection, planning, commissioning and delivery of 
services

To help us meet this ambition please consider writing to key decision 
makers by using/adapting the template letter. If you’re in England, you 
might also want to check out our recent Making Community Rehabilitation 
Data Count report, which highlights the need for centralised data collection 
to best meet the needs of populations, and to track the development of 
integrated rehab services. When used together both documents offer decision 
makers all the insight and guidance they need to support the transformation 
of rehabilitation services, and you could make a difference by raising their 
awareness with a letter/email.  

You may also want to do some basic research on your local area to help 
you hone your own ‘asks’. This research might include:
• Looking up local healthcare data such as demographics, healthcare 

available, and the key health issues
• Getting to know who’s who in your health network, such as googling the 

key people on the board. 
• Checking if your area has a health strategy, whether it’s published, and 

how your service and the ambitions for your service fit into this strategy. 
• Finding out when the next public Board meeting is. 

You can find more ideas for research here.

Influencing can take a number of different forms, depending on who 
you are trying to engage with. It is important to remember that 
opportunities may not always come to you, so you have to go out 
and seek these opportunities by asking for that meeting, making 
that call or sending that email. Many different situations can 
present opportunities for engagement so it’s vital to always have 
your ‘elevator pitch’ ready as you never know who you might meet. 
Coverage on digital platforms such as social media can provide a 
‘hook’ for engagement to get the conversation started. Other key 
opportunities include conferences, dinners, service visits, meetings, 
roundtables, receptions, launches, celebrations, awards evening, and 
exhibitions. 

All influencing requires a strategy that operates around a key objective, and 
at least one other achievable objective. Questions you need to ask yourself 
when considering your approach might include:

• Who do you need to influence? Who makes the decisions? 
• What’s the best way to engage with your identified decision-maker? 
• What’s the context? What’s the picture in your region? Consider 

population size, demographics and are there major issues in the 
region e.g. service closures, waiting times etc?

• Consider health inequity -  Easing the Pain
• What’s your key message? 
• What evidence and data can you use?

Remember now is as good a time as any to start changing someone’s views, 
attitudes, or beliefs about physiotherapy in a positive way. When done 
well, influencing can help you to successfully move your cause forward, 
gain agreement or change someone’s mind. Remember too that many 
of these people will be happy to hear from you, and to work with you 
towards shared goals. Influencing takes time, so don’t be disheartened 
if the change you are campaigning for doesn’t happen overnight. Every 
relationship built can help you later down the line.  

“So don’t be afraid to step up into the space, 
don’t be afraid to really push forward on the work 
that you need to do and don’t always wait for 
permission because quite often the permission 
is there. …… If it is a good idea and it makes 
a difference in terms of improving patient 
outcomes, who’s going to tell you not to do it?”

Simon Whitehouse
CEO, Shropshire Telford & Wrekin ICB

Here are some key tips to help you influence: 

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE

Tailor your engagement for each stakeholder . Whilst your overall 
message may be the same, being able to personalise your approach 
will help make your meeting far more effective. You’ll use similar skills 
to those that you use with your patients when helping them to achieve 
their goals. Understand the motivations of the person you want to 
influence, their role and any shared goals you have, and adapt your 
style, language, and presentation to suit them. 

Before engaging with a stakeholder, consider what the policy and 
political context for engagement is?

• What challenges or pressures do they face?
• What policy initiatives or debates are relevant?
• What changes are taking place in the year ahead? Is there a 

particular hook for your engagement?
• What are their priorities and how can you help work towards these? 
• Do you have any shared objectives or goals you can work towards 

together? 
• What other factors are at play e.g. financial, environmental, social? 

These factors can provide important context.   
• How can physiotherapy impact? 

FINE TUNE YOUR ‘ASK’

Whoever you are meeting, you need to be clear on what you want to achieve. 
There’s a section on messaging below and how to come up with your key 
messages; thinking beforehand about what a successful meeting will look like 
will help fine tune your ‘ask’. Remember that it’s not enough to tell someone 
why they should care about physiotherapy as the chances are they already 
do;  what’s more valuable is being able to have a specific ‘ask’ which helps 
advance your cause.

If you don’t have a very clear, practical ‘ask’, don’t worry. The aim of a 
meeting can be as simple as having an opportunity to explain more about 
your role and agreeing to keep in touch in the future, or asking the other 
person to advocate for physiotherapy services in their conversations with 
others.

You can find key recommendations and best practice standards from the 
Community Rehabilitation Alliance, developed to guide the development, 
delivery and monitoring of high-quality patient-centred rehabilitation. Some 
examples of key asks that align with these standards might be: 

• Decision-makers must properly resource physiotherapy rehab services 
to protect patients and avoid placing even greater pressure on the NHS 
as a whole. 

• 90% of people who have had a hip replacement need social care, so 
we need to see investment in community rehabilitation to relieve 
pressure on social care. 

• High-quality, consistent rehab and recovery data must be collected 
in order to make informed decisions about how to improve services.

• A national rehab strategy is needed whereby services are not 
a postcode lottery and data are collected to ensure that patient 
outcomes are improved. 

• Accessing rehabilitation support in the community needs to be 
simpler and easier to access, and personalised around the needs of 
the individual, whoever they are and whatever long term physical and 
mental health conditions they have. 

MAKE THE CASE 

Having data or a patient story to bring your cause to life will help, especially 
when engaging with people who may not know a lot about physiotherapy. 
You should not assume that a decision-maker has a good knowledge or 
understanding of the benefits of physiotherapy or the pressures on the 
profession, but by using resources to bring your message to life, you are more 
likely to captivate their interest. This will also make you stand out from other 
services, which will also be facing numerous pressures and trying to advance 
their cause. 

Creating a patient case study (either written or use your phone to make a 
short video) can help to demonstrate the effectiveness of your service to your 
employer, external stakeholders and to the public. Capture this by asking 
a patient what their life was like prior to treatment, how treatment has 
improved their quality of life, what their plans for the future are and what they 
are going to do differently as a result. Make sure your patient has signed a 
consent form and understands how and where you will use their story.

Collect data on the cost, patient safety, productivity and efficiency, clinical 
effectiveness and patient experience of the service, such as through surveys 
and published data from the health body.. Doing this routinely can not only 
improve efficiencies and encourage innovation but can also help to build a 
compelling business case for physiotherapy. 

PULL, DON’T PUSH

When influencing, be careful not to come across as too challenging. Ensure 
that your engagement is based around building a relationship. In this way, 
you should aim to change opinions and behaviours so that the effects are 
long-lasting and more effective. Take the time to identify ways in which you 
can effectively engage the stakeholders by looking at the issue from their 
point of view. 

There may already be groundwork that you can build on, and others’ 
priorities that you can coordinate with. Other AHPs may already sit on 
Health and Wellbeing Boards or may have spoken to decision-makers about 
these issues. Build on what others have already been doing to avoid any 
repetition.

STEP OUT OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE

Be prepared to step out of your comfort zone by speaking 
to someone who is more senior than you or further up the 

organisation’s hierarchy. This can include ICB or Health Trust 
Chairs and Board members, finance teams, management 
consultants, commissioners, senior managers or other clinical 
groups. Whilst you may be comfortable talking to those around 

you, you should be prepared to attend meetings or provide 
presentations with unfamiliar groups. 

SEEK ADVICE

Seek advice from your colleagues, peers and the CSP’s CRE Team about the 
correct course of action or best position to take for a particular issue. Many of 
your peers have engaged in influencing activity and are a useful resource for 
you to use to learn about what has and hasn’t worked. 

Equally, whilst it is unlikely that everyone will agree with a decision or 
message, it is important that stakeholders are presented with consistent 
messages. If a message has strong backing from your peers, it is more likely to 
be successful. 

FOLLOW UP 

Once you’ve had your meeting or event, it is important to follow up with the 
stakeholder. If any actions are agreed at the meeting, make sure that you 
make a note of these for both you and the stakeholder. Send an email or letter 
outlining the agreed actions and what the next steps are. Even if no actions 
are agreed, a simple thank you note can also be valuable in continuing to 
build the relationship. As you would for a patient, keeping accurate records of 
who you met and what was discussed can be useful in the future. 

How To Influence

Here are some key tips to help you influence: 

• Have a go at designing a target objective and 
messaging using the tips below.

• Put a CSP campaign poster on a noticeboard or 
patient advice leaflets in public areas within your 
organisation.

• Build up your virtual network by following key 
decision-makers, regional networks, country 
boards, or influence people on Twitter. Tweet and 
re-tweet. key messages about physiotherapy.

• Read the summary of the community 
rehabilitation best practice standards from your 
country.

• Prepare a patient case study which supports 
your ‘ask’ and demonstrates how your service 
transforms lives.

• Send an email to your local patient body and 
offer to give a presentation at their next meeting. 

• Determine your key stakeholders and who and 
how you need to target them.

• Email your local representative, such as your 
local MS in Wales or MLA in Northern Ireland, 
to ask if they would be interested in arranging 
a service visit.. To find your local representative, 
click on your country: Northern Ireland, Wales, 
Scotland, England. 

• Meet with your organisation’s communications 
team to discuss ideas with them on how to 
promote what you do for patients. 

• Contact your local patient body and find 
out what events they have planned in the 
coming months and whether you can offer a 
physiotherapy stand at their event.

WHEN IT DOESN’T GO AS PLANNED

When influencing, you win some and you lose some. Coping with setbacks is 
important and even when your message may seem watertight with strong 
evidence, the decision can go against you. Don’t let this put you off pursuing 
future opportunities – not getting the response you wanted now does not 
mean that this will be the response in the future and even a ‘negative’ 
response can have positive outcomes such as an increased awareness of 
the importance of physiotherapy or becoming the first point of contact on 
physiotherapy related issues.

Don’t be afraid to follow up with a stakeholder via email or a phone call after 
a few days if you have not heard back from them. However, be cautious that it 
does not come across as pestering. 

Imagine what could be achieved for the profession across the UK if all 64,000+ 
CSP members were able to spare a minute each day…

minutes 

30
If you have 

minutes 

15
If you have 

minutes 

5
If you have 

3rd Floor South, Chancery Exchange, 
10 Furnival Street, London EC4A 1AB

Email: enquiries@csp.org.uk  
Tel: 020 7306 6666  
Web: www.csp.org.uk

You have 
reached the end 

of part one!
Check out part two of 

the toolkit for Messaging 
Tips, Resources and 

Further Help.

6. Messaging Tips

7. Resources

8. Further Help

Part two

Part One

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rf6hH3x6Y_8
https://www.csp.org.uk/professional-clinical/improvement-innovation/community-rehabilitation/meeting-rehabilitation
https://www.csp.org.uk/professional-clinical/improvement-innovation/community-rehabilitation/cra-data-report
https://www.csp.org.uk/professional-clinical/improvement-innovation/community-rehabilitation/cra-data-report
https://www.csp.org.uk/icsp/resource/how-engage-your-local-integrated-care-system-help-realise-your-influencing-goals?network-id=1266123
https://www.csp.org.uk/system/files/publication_files/001994_Easing%20the%20pain_Mobile%20download_Final8%5B1%5D.pdf
https://www.csp.org.uk/professional-clinical/improvement-innovation/community-rehabilitation-recovery/important-reading/standards
https://www.csp.org.uk/system/files/publication_files/Rehab%20on%20Track_Summary22_AW_Single%20Page_V2.pdf
http://www.niassembly.gov.uk/your-mlas/locate-your-mla2
https://senedd.wales/find-a-member-of-the-senedd/
https://www.parliament.scot/msps
https://members.parliament.uk/FindYourMP

